
Minutes of Tay Valley Ski Club Executive Meeting
McMartin House, Perth, 17 May,2010, 7:00 PM

Attending:
Don Boyle (Chair) Frank Roy (Secretary)
Doug Hollingsworth Jim Reain
Orion Clark Ray Schmidt
Dave Reesor  Steve March
Phil Laflamme Brad Mills
Beth Graham Tobi Kiesewalter (Liason, Murphys Point Provincial Park)

Regrets:
Bronwyn Hodgins, Geoff Hodgins

Club Members:
John Clement,  Bill Greer, Bill Greer Jr.

1.  Approval of Agenda  (Don) 
Don called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM, and  tabled and reviewed the agenda previously circulated by 
e-mail. 
MOTION: by Frank: for adoption of the agenda,   SECOND: by Phil , DISCUSSION: No discussion.
CARRIED

1a) President's Opening Remarks
Don thanked all hands for the good work done during the season which made it quite successful in spite of 
the short snow period. Don reviewed the status of the motion to nominate Frank for the Perth Medal. He 
noted that although we had a full agenda, he hoped that there would be a good discussion of program 
development arising from the Consultation Memo circulated earlier.

2)  Minutes of the Previous Board Meeting  (Frank)
Frank reported that the minutes of the previous board meeting (30 November, 2009) had been tabled earlier 
by e-mail.
MOTION: by Frank; for adoption of tabled minutes, SECOND: by Orion, DISCUSSION: No errors or 
omissions were raised.
CARRIED 

3)  Business Arising from Minutes
Don asked if there was any business not already on the agenda arising from the previous minutes. Frank 
reported that all action items had been addressed except two items,
i) the Club has not yet received a signed copy of the Park Agreement       

 Action: Tobi
ii) the matter of putting aside a reserve fund for capital equipment. Don noted this will be covered under 
Agenda Item 7, Membership Fee Structure.

4)  Treasurer's Report
Beth tabled the attached Interim Report covering the period Sept.1, 2009 to May 14, 2010. In summary, 
income was $3237.14, expenses $4635.49 giving an operating deficit of $1398.35. Cash asset is $2525.38 
in the bank and $70.42 in petty cash. Major expense items were: Grooming machinery $1372.57, NCD 
Registration $1136.00, Loppet $594.30 and AGM and meetings $466.00. There were 55 family 
memberships and 24 single memberships, representing at least 133 skiers.
Two items for discussion are the establishment of a capital depletion fund and maintaining a drop-off in 
Perth. 
Discussion:
Although Frank is retiring as Secretary to be replaced by Brad Mills, there is no reason why the drop box at 
83 Cockburn St. should not continue as convenient. A postal box would be expensive and would serve no 



purpose for internal communication.

Ray asked what we get from NCD for $1136. Frank reviewed liability insurance coverage on trails and for 
sanctioned events as well as club's officers. The Club could not use trails in the Park or on private lands 
without such coverage. Doug explained that the insurance is a national group insurance covering all 
registered clubs in the country, which gets the lowest possible premium. Don noted that NCD also provides 
us access to equipment grants, help with training of coaches and officials and other support services such as 
help with the Jackrabbit program. 

Ray asked for explanation of Loppet expenses given the Loppet was not held. Jim explained that most of 
the money was for the club inventory of prize medals and equipment for future use.

Jim discussed the $1400 deficit. Were their any more memberships to come in?  No. Looking at expenses, 
most items are similar from year to year, so are we getting to a point where our operation is not 
sustainable? Frank noted that last year the Loppet had income to balance its expense. Doug pointed out that 
the Park was late in billing us for last year's snowmobile fuel, so this year's fuel cost is higher than normal.

MOTION: by Frank; to accept the Treasurer;s Report, SECOND :by Ray, DISCUSSION: no further 
discussion
CARRIED  .  

5) Programs
Don asked that we look back on the year and comment or recommend for the future.
5.1 Loppet - 
Jim Reain proposed a sincere thank you to everyone involved in the preparations and for sticking through 
the one postponement and then cancellation due to poor snow conditions. The advanced entry of 21 showed 
that interest in the Loppet was up from last year. There was good local media interest. We had interest from 
the Ontario Master Skiers Association who put our loppet on their Master's Points List in Ontario, which 
would have been a big boost. 
Of the advance entry only 2 were from our Club, similar to last year, and only 6 juniors (under19) against 
15 seniors, so this might influence discussion of future program. Of the $594 cost, only about $100 was 
non-recoverable, the rest gives inventory for future years.
Future plans might consider having a back up venue in the event that Murphys Park has no snow. 
We did get local support from the Running Goat who donated prizes, so it would be good if any were able 
to volunteer to help them with their World Record Kilt Run.
Jim advised that his future priorities prevent him from being available full time to organize next year's 
loppet, though he would work with a co-chair who can pick up the reins for future years. 
5.2 Youth - 
Don reported that Geoff Hodgins was out of town. Don reviewed the Jackrabbit Program which was only 
able to run for 3 weeks before the snow melted. Then numbers involved were similar to other years, but a 
highlight was some of he parents have instructor qualification and might be recruited for next season. The 
other success was the support extended to the P.D.C.I. Ski Team which pursued a very active training and 
competition program.  While most of the Team will graduate this spring, Alex Hodgins will probably give 
some leadership next season given support from the Club and the teachers.
5.3 Ski Fast -
Although no longer on the Ski Club Board, Phil Brackenbury organized the Ski Fast program for 
elementary school kids. Doug gave a brief summary of the programs activities. He noted that with plans by 
St John School to move Grades 7 and 8 from the Elementary to the high school site, there may be an 
opportunity to introduce the program to the high school community. 
Bill Greer Jr will be a student at P.D.C.I. next term and is looking forward to participating with the ski team 
there.
Discussion on Ski Fast, where the Club could further assist, mainly with equipment. Orion suggested we 
might buy used equipment from the NCD SkiFast inventory which must be renewed periodically. Don 
noted that Geoff Hodgins had suggested that the Club should invest about $1000. in equipment tosupport 
the Jackrabbit program.

NO ACTION ARISING



5.4 S.K.I.P. (Super Kids In the Park)
Tobi gave a brief report on this Program initiated by the Friends of Murphys Point Park. Six Sunday 
sessions from January 24 through February 28 were held at the park. The first session on January 24 was 
focussed on cross country skiing with Phil Brackenbury and Tobi as activity leaders and Pat Batchelor, 
Beth Peterkin and Alfred von Mirbach assisting. Phil bought ski equipment from St John School and there 
were 20 kids enrolled, ages 7 to 12 for a very successful session. The whole SKIP project was so well 
received that the Friends are currently running a spring series and will no doubt be looking to the Ski Club 
next winter for support for a ski and snoeshoe activity.again with 20 to 30 kids. Tobi noted that both SKIP 
and Jackrabbit programs were running at the same time in the park and SKIP did not draw paricipation 
away from Jackrabbits.
Don suggested that the SkiFast Program could be used as a recruiting tool to get kids interested in 
Jackrabbits.
5.5  Moonlight Ski and 5.6 Trivia Challenge
Frank reported that weather cancelled the Moonlight Ski and lack of interest the Trivia Challenge. He 
concluded that these events should be left as social possibilities but formal organization does not draw 
much interest from the membership.
5.7  Snowshoeing
Snowshoe trails were added to the trail map and Ray reported that although there was not much snow, the 
trails were being used, especially that along Noble's Bay. Tobi agreed hat there were more snowshoers out 
than in the past. Snowshoers seemed happy with the trails on the map and stayed off the ski trails. The 
initiative was considered successful and should be continued. Tobi indicated that most snowshoers he met 
were in the park on a day pass rather that a club membership, so it might be an opportunity to network with 
the snowshoer community that having a ski club membership gives lower cost access to the park trails.
5.8  Special Olympics
Doug tabled and discussed the following report:

Over the past few years members of the ski club have assisted the Special Olympics with trail 
preparation and supplying flags etc. when required. Until this past winter the events ( snowshoeing, 
skiing ) were held at the Civitan Club in Perth. This past winter a request was made to hold a more 
challenging event at Murphy Point. This was a sanctioned event qualifying competitors for a provincial 
competition. We were hesitant to provide the sanctioning (with the insurance issues involved) but 
agreed to help with track preparation, flags etc. The Special Olympics group provided the insurance 
coverage and made a usage agreement directly with the park. Tobi as the park representative and as a 
club volunteer put things together on short notice. I prepared the track at the Civitan for the events held 
there. There were about 12 participants at the park event.

This is a worthwhile community event and I feel the club should continue to provide support. For 
future events I recommend:

1.The Special Olympics organization provide insurance coverage and have their own formal 
agreement with the park for events held there.
2.The club volunteer to assist with track preparation and advice on course layout.
3.The club loan race materials such as flags etc.
4. The club offer to canvas its membership for potential volunteers.

Doug will forward a copy of this report to the Special Olympic organizers and request that they let 
us know as early as possible of their plans. 
Tobi reported that the event comprised a 5 K and 2.5 K ski race and an 800 metre snowshoe race.

6.) Trails
Dave reported that with Tobi's help and Jack Roe on the team we are well set up for grooming fast and 
early. There was not enough snow to do the new part of the trail, but given the amount and duration of the 
snow, trails were maintained in excellent condition. 
Jim reported that when we had to postpone the Loppet, a contact at Kanata Ski Club had offered the loan of 
their groomer to tenderize our trails. Is this worth considering in future. Discussion of pulling power 
required, cost, machine would have a separately powered cutter to tenderize icy crust. Don suggested we 



might apply for a capital equipment grant from NCD.
Don invited Doug and Dave to research available equipment and assess feasibility of applying for a grant.

Action (Doug, Dave)
Orion reported that Don Frizel has agreed to take over the trail bashing on the Round Lake Loop, replacing 
Bruce Brenot. He also asked Tobi if it was confirmed that we have permission to extend the new 800 metre 
trail into the grassland, mainly as a Jackrabbit instruction area. Grasses would be cut or broken down in late 
fall to receive first new snow. Tobi thought this would be all right. 
Orion has yet to determine whether Don Frizel would undertake to become Trail Boss. Don Boyle agreed 
that Frizel would be a good man for this job.

Action: Orion

7.0 Consultation Memo
The memo was put together by Don and Doug and circulated first to the Board and also to the membership. 
Don summarized the response, which was limited, as agreement that the proposed program initiatives were 
fine ideas for the most part, but each one needed a champion to pick up the idea and carry it forward. 
Don spoke on the subject of Club Building, posing the main question:

Does the club membership want an active club or do they want a low cost access to good ski 
trails?
It is frustrating to organize events such as group skiing in response to member suggestion, and then have no 
one turn out.
He is of the opinion that we should be focussing on youth, but recognizes that it takes interested people to 
dedicate some time. Perhaps, as Doug said, our best approach is to continue doing what we are doing, i.e. 
offering the facility and supporting infrastructure which encourages people to try the sport.
Phil Laflamme supported what Doug was saying and observed that the jr. high grades at St John elementary 
were moving to the high school which will affect Phil Brackenbury's program. Perhaps the high school 
gym teacher can be encouraged to follow up Brackenbury's work at the high school level. He made 
observation of the skateboarding experience at the Anglican Church as an example of the positive 
harnessing of youthful enthusiasms. He thought a significant factor was the central location of the church, 
that kids were able to walk there. Discussion of trail possibilities based on Conlon Farm.

Jim observed that kids attract kids, so something magical is needed to get a few of them going and then 
others will join in, and if you can get their parents involved thats even better. Discuss renewing efforts to 
partner with athletic department at P.D.C.I.  Frank asked of the possibility of making our activities more 
visible by doing at least starting training and games at Conlon Farm. 

Frank and Don express opinion that lack of transport to Murphys Point or elsewhere for snow was not a 
problem for youth who were hooked on skiing, as evidence with the PDCI ski team. 

Tobi noted that the PDCI group covered a wide range of skill from expert to beginners and they were all 
having great time. So if we can offer trails and warming huts that is a very positive support. And if Geoff 
Hodgins wants be parent mentor/chaperon, or a teacher like Greg Anderson who joined the group on a few 
occasions, that's where we should be going. How to keep it going is a challenge, but we should keep up this 
kind of support. Maybe give people like Geoff complementary memberships, or students parking passes or 
those sorts of encouragement and support. Tobi noted that with the ski team, jackrabbits, the SKIP project 
and the Special Olympics going on on 24 January the trails were almost over run. So that seems a very 
positive base to work from. He did recognize that parents have to be involved to support their kids in these 
activities.

Tobi noted in passing that Phil Brackenbury will not be moving to the high school, as he will be teaching in 
Grade 3. 

This phase of the discussion concludes that kids and teachers are the best recruiters of kids  Jim asked if 
there were any kids left in the PDCI ski team or had they all graduated. Only a couple, and we hope that 
Alex Hodgins will follow up on Bronwyn's enthusiastic leadership to recruit replacements.

Bill Greer spoke as a single parent of 50 years, pointing out the many forces pulling families in all 



directions. He suggested we look at things from a marketing perspective and ask ourselves "Why do we 
love to ski?"  Taking himself as an example, he looks on skiing as an opportunity to escape from society 
and spend some quiet time in the woods with his son and family. He suggested that other families have 
other tastes and priorities. Young Bill Greer agreed, pointing out that his non skiing friends thought of cross 
country as slow and boring. He has introduced some friends to the ski fast events, but without the proper 
equipment they soon lost interest. Bill Sr. was looking forward to retirment in 5 or so years at which time 
he would be devoting time to the club, and he believed the demographics indicated a coming cohort in his 
situation, they want to ski as a means of relaxation rather than competition.

Don agreed with this analysis and noted that for the most part the club was addressed to that market, but 
that in his opinion we should try to explore and cultivate the idea of Ski Fast and competition among the 
youth. Bill jr noted that the Ski Fast projects at his school were good but that most kids couldn't follow up 
for lack of proper equipment.

This discussion concluded that we need a champion parent, teacher or student in each school and a pool of 
equipment to support and move forward with this recruitment of youth into the sport. Action:Get a grant 
from NCD or Trillium.

Should we approach the golf course?  Discussion concluded best not to spread grooming resources too thin. 
Stay focussed on Park.

Don summed up a consensus:
- continue to offer support in terms of facility and projects as in the past
- try networking with teachers and students to recruit new interest in the sport

8.) Membership Fee Structure
Beth proposed to raise price of each category by $10.00. 
MOTION: by Doug; that member fees be increased by $10 in all categories, to Family $50., Individual $40. 
and Student $25.
SECOND: by Frank
DISCUSSION Wide ranging and concludes Family $50., Individual $40. , Student $20. 
Jim asked if this fee increase would be expected to provide funds for an annual capital depletion fund. Don 
indicated that this was a matter yet to be finalized but this increase would at least put our budget on a more 
stable footing.
Frank noted that given the size of our capital holding, it is likely that we will have to seek grant money for 
major equipment replacement in addition to setting aside a depletion fund from membership fee income.
CARRIED

9.) Leadership Renewal
Don welcomed Brad in the position of Secretary, replacing Frank who will retire after completing the 
minutes for this meeting. Brad and Frank will meet to hand over club archive material. Frank will update 
the club blog spot for the time being.

Action: Brad, Frank
Don emphasized that he took the Presidency for 1 year on the understanding that a Vice President would 
come forward to replace him. Any takers at this meeting?? No response. 
Discussion concludes that a nominating committee be set up. Brad Mills offered to chair a nominating 
committee.
Brad proposed that the membership list be circulated to all the board members who would then pick out 
people they thought would be potential candidates. These would be passed to Brad who would contact 
them. Ray also volunteered to work with Brad. Bill Greer would also help.

Action: Beth,Frank, Brad
As suggested by Jim, a parallel action will be to write apositive letter to the membership outlining the 
progress already made in leadership renewal and inviting people to step forward to board activities.

Action: Don, Frank

10. )  Lanark Tourism Association 



Don noted that membership renewal time is now. Are we rejoining or not? Discussion of pros and 
cons,exposure is good, give it one more year. 
MOVED: by Frank, that membership be renewed, SECOND: by Jim, CARRIED

Action: Don, Beth

11.) Other Business
Don invited other business. Bill Greer took the opportunity to express his appreciation and thanks on behalf 
of the membership for the work of the board in the operation of the club and the service it provides.

12.)  Adjournment
Moved by Dave, the meeting adjourned at 9:15 PM.  

ATTACHMENT

Tay Valley Cross Country Ski Club
Board Meeting, May 17, 2010

Treasurer's Interim Report (Sept.l, 2009 to May 14, 2010)

1. As of May 14, 2010, the bank balance is $2525.38. In petty cash there is $70. 42.

2. The total income stands at $3237.14. This is composed of the following:                            

Membership fees 
Bank interest 
AGM silent auction and Olympic donations 
Jackrabbit Program

3. There are 79 memberships: 55 as "family" and 24 as "single". This represents at least 133 
skiers.

3. Expenses to date total $4635.49.  These are composed of the following:

Rental and Catering: $466.00 
Printing, stamps, envelopes: $190.52 
Gas and equipment for machines: $424.33 
Insurance for machines: $948.24 
N.C.D. fees: $1136.00 
Loppet: $594.30
Support for Perianne Jones: $500.00 
Lanark Tourism Membership: $84.00 
Honorarium for Steve Graham: $100.00 
Signage:$192.10

4. To discuss:
-  possibility/wisdom of establishing a capital depletion fund 
-  maintaining a Perth drop-off point for written communication




